ABSTRACT Summary: Java-Dotter (JDotter) is a platform-independent Java interactive interface for the Linux version of Dotter, a widely used program for generating dotplots of large DNA or protein sequences. JDotter runs as a client-server application and can send new sequences to the Dotter program for alignment as well as rapidly access a repository of preprocessed dotplots. JDotter also interfaces with a sequence database or file system to display supplementary feature data. Thus, JDotter greatly simplifies access to dotplot data in laboratories that deal with large numbers of genomes and have a multi-platform organization. Availability: Currently, JDotter is used via Java Web Start by the Poxvirus Bioinformatics Resource for examining dotplots of complete poxvirus genomes; http://athena.bioc.uvic.ca/pbr/ jdotter/. The software is available for download from the same location. Contact: cupton@uvic.ca Supplementary information: Installation instructions, the User's Manual, screenshots and examples are available at the JDotter home page http://athena.bioc.uvic.ca/pbr/jdotter/. The software and source code is free for non-commercial applications.
Dotplots are an extremely useful way of visualizing comparisons of large DNA sequences, providing insight into the degree of similarity, deletions, insertions and direct and indirect repeats. In a dotplot, each nucleotide, or small window of nucleotides, of one sequence is compared with every nucleotide of a second sequence. We have routinely used Dotter (Sonnhammer and Durbin, 1995) for analysis of poxvirus genomes, which range in size from 150 to 380 kb. Dotter has several very useful features including the ability to save and reload dotplots, the ability to zoom into particular regions of the plot, an option to create a multi-dotplot by aligning more than two DNA (or protein) sequences and permitting users to adjust the stringency of the matrix being displayed in real-time by changing the greyscale of the dots * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
without any recalculation of the sequence comparison. However, we experienced several difficulties using Dotter at the Poxvirus Bioinformatics Resource because of requirements to: (1) access large amounts of data (>800 dotplots) from pairwise comparisons in both directions of more than 20 large poxvirus genomes, (2) support a variety of computer platforms and (3) support users at remote locations. The last was a problem because the Linux version of Dotter uses an X-windows display that was unacceptably slow when working with large DNA sequences across a network (intra-or internet). Although Dotlet (Junier and Pagni, 2000) is written in Java, it cannot handle very large DNA sequences or save preprocessed plots. To resolve these difficulties we created Java-Dotter (JDotter), a new interactive front-end to Dotter that preserves all the functionality of the original Dotter GUI and made minor modifications to Dotter itself. JDotter runs as a client-server application. The client, present on the user's local computer, communicates with a Java server that passes instructions to Dotter (both on a remote computer running the Linux OS).
JDotter solves the problems described above in the following ways. First, JDotter stores preprocessed dotplot alignments thus removing the time-consuming calculation of a dotplot each time it is viewed. JDotter's menu system permits users to select a particular dotplot by simply choosing the two genomes, rather than requiring users to type in the names of the genome FASTA files and stored dotplots that are required as input to the command line driven Dotter program (Fig. 1) . The repository of all dotplots provides the convenience of rapid access to the dotplots and the ability to switch between different plots quickly, requiring only the transfer of the dotplot data across the network. Storage of all the JDotter dotplots in a single location removes the need to distribute the data and updates that result from addition of new genomes to all users because each time a user connects to the server, updated data and dotplots are available. Second, the platformindependent Swing/Java JDotter interface permits access to Dotter on the Linux server from a variety of platforms including Windows, Macintosh and Linux. JDotter's use of Java Web Start ensures that users always have updated software (Fig. 1) . The use of Java also makes it easier to provide for scalability, maintainability of code and good software engineering practices. Third, because the JDotter client handles all aspects of displaying the dotplot data on the user's computer (once it has received the data from the server), refreshing screen changes is very rapid, unlike viewing the plots via X-windows. Finally, transfer of the dotplot data from the server to the client is rapid because the dotplot file size never increases above a manageable size, because Dotter scales the dotplots to a single window size regardless of the DNA sequence lengths.
JDotter has several additional noteworthy features.
(1) Our new JDotter interface to Dotter is interactive in that it provides an input window, suitable for pasting DNA or protein sequences, to send new sequences to the Dotter program for alignment. (2) Although the basic function of JDotter provides easy access to generic-compiled dotplots, JDotter offers the option for developers to create data plug-ins. The plugins customize how the dotplots are presented by the JDotter interface and can include particular naming conventions, sequence features and other options. This program structure allows JDotter to integrate smoothly with a database or file system. Features are displayed along the top and left side of the dotplot. Currently, we have developed a Poxvirus Orthologous Clusters (POCs) plug-in for JDotter the POCs database (Ehlers et al., 2002; Upton et al., 2003) of poxvirus genomes (www.poxvirus.org). The POCs plug-in retrieves a list of genes associated with each genome from the database and displays it as a set of features along the edges of the dotplot. Genes are shown by colored bars, red or blue representing right-or left-ward transcription, respectively. The displayed features are not static graphics but may be selected by the user to facilitate zooming-in to obtain a dotplot of specific gene pairs. This level of flexibility means that JDotter can be used generically or in a case-specific manner, whichever is more appropriate.
(3) Plots can be saved to and reloaded from the client computer and plots may be printed directly from the JDotter application. Persistent user preferences are also available.
(4) We modified the original source code of Dotter so that the program no longer requires user intervention to process dotplots in the background. We use a Perl script to detect new genome sequences in our repository and automatically run Dotter to create new plots whenever there are changes or additions to these sequences.
The JDotter client may be used as a stand-alone Java application through the use of a downloaded Java JAR file or accessed via Java Web Start. Poxvirus genome dotplots may be viewed with JDotter from its home page via Java Web Start. The server requires only a Java 1.3 environment, access to our modified version of Dotter to compile the dotplots, and file system access to the repository of plots and sequences. The JDotter client also requires only a Java 1.3 environment and network access to the server.
In conclusion, JDotter significantly enhances the utility of the Dotter program, providing platform independence, rapid connectivity from remote locations and simple menu driven access to large sets of dotplot data via a user-friendly interface.
